
                                                                                                                            
audiolense is a speaker & room correction system with digital XO functionality, and a registered trademark of Juice Hifi.  
With Audiolense you can generate state of the art FIR filters for room correction and digital XO for 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz and 96 kHz sample rate for the 
usual 2.0 and 5.1 playback formats – and the ability to specify further playback formats. 
Audiolense comes in three versions. The 2.0 version provides room correction for a conventional stereo setup. The surround version provides room 
correction and bass management for conventional setups from 2.0 to 7.1. The XO version provides digital XO for active systems, full setup customization, 
customizable sound correction including but not limited to full, partial or no correction on a per driver basis
 
   

What speaker and room correction is all about 
The room has a big influence on the perceived sound quality, and  conventional speakers are rarely perfect to begin with. A 
good sound correction filter can make a big difference. The correction sequence below is from a slim, 3-way, 5 driver speaker 
that actually sounds quite OK where it stands - even without correction. The measurement is taken in a living room of about 80 
m2, with 240 cm from floor to ceiling.   
 
The system sounds quite good without any correction filter – and relatively neutral. The speakers are not ultra expensive nor 
cheap. They cost about € 1.000 / pair and do a very good job when you consider the price. In this location they sound slightly 
over ripe in the bass and a little recessed in the lower midrange. But be not fooled by the graphs below: This system sounds far 
more neutral than most domestic systems do – and they are located in the only place in the living room where they are allowed 
to sound as good as they do. But there is still plenty of room for improvement. 
With a room correction filter included, the bass tightens up, the lower midrange catches up – and the top frequencies appear 
more homogenous and relaxed. On music playback this translates to better rhythm, more punch, increased clarity all over and 
perceived increased dynamics.   

http://www.juicehifi.com/


 
The figure shows the true frequency response of the speaker from the microphone position (gray), the filtered impulse response 
(purple) that is basis for the correction filter, the estimated response after correction (blue) and the target that the correction is 
build around (yellow). This filter was made just to show how Audiolense works. It is likely to produce a warm sound: A target 
with less tilt towards the treble will sound more neutral. And the big fluctuations in the filtered frequency response indicate that 
a shorter window could have been used for the impulse response filtering. 
Let’s have a look at another picture: 



 
It is the same speaker and the same measurement as above – but the impulse response has been subjected to more filtering 
prior to the creation of the  correction filter. This picture illustrates how a correction basically inverts the filtered impulse 
response.  
If this was a two way speaker, it could look like this: 



 
Here, the blue traces represent the filter where room correction and XO is combined. The picture reveals the true efficiency of 
the Audiolense cross-overs: In this instance the drivers are attenuated more than 150 dB in the stop band. The attenuation in 
the stop band will vary from setup to setup, depending amongst other things on filter length, XO frequencies and the amount of 
room correction deployed. But so far we have not been able to produce a situation where stop band attenuation has not been 
excellent. 



For those who wish to use digital XO without correction, the correction filters will be similar to the actual XO’s. Here’s how they 
look in the frequency domain: 

 
And here’s how they look in the time domain: 



 
The symmetrical behaviour in the time domain means that the XO sums up to a perfect impulse response. The XO will give a 
perfect timing of a bass element, even at the lowest XO frequencies. 
Going back to sound correction, here is how the filtered measurement and the correction filter might look like in the time 
domain: 



 
As you can see, the correction filter will work towards restoring a clean impulse response (a target response followed by 
silence). 
 



How does it really work? 
Below: Minimum phase correction. All responses has been frequency dependant windowed with 5 cycles after the peak.  

Red-brown: Measurement of uncorrected speaker 

Pink: Simulation of corrected speaker 

Blue: Measurement of corrected speaker (the true level of the blue curve is the same as the pink) 

 
 

 
 
Below: Measured impulse response after group delay correction. A window with 5 cycles before and after peak was used.  



No windowing has been applied to the below graph. This is the real thing. 
 

 

 

*Setup: SA 1550 speakers, Musical Fidelity A3 with upgraded PS, LynxTwoB in a large living room with long decay. 

 

 



System Requirements 
A computer with Windows XP or Windows Vista with .NET installed. Sound card, microphone and microphone 
preamp for measurement purposes is also required. 
Recommended program for real time convolution: 

 The open source program  “Convolver” made by John Pavel. Audiolense automatically generates configuration files that 
interface with Convolver. Convolver comes in three packages: 

o Convolver that can be inserted as a plugin in for instance Windows Mediaplayer 
o Convolverwrapper that can be inserted as a plugin in some of the other software players 
o ConvolverVST that can be inserted as a VST plugin in Console or another VST host.  

 Any real time convolution program that can handle wav files with 32 bit floating point words can be used. 
Recommended Microphone and Microphone Amp: 

 Any decent quality microphone and microphone amp may be used as long as they fit into the sound card. 
 The MP – 1r measurement kit from IBF Akustik is a cost effective solution that provides good measurement results 
 MP – 1r comes with a calibration file that may be directly loaded into the Audiolense  . 

Recommended Sound Card / DAC: 
 Professional sound cards or DACs from Lynx or RME. 
 High end USB or firewire DACs with good jitter rejection 
 Other combinations of high quality digital output and DACs 
 Audiolense works well with embedded sound cards in some of the typical media center computers. 

For fully active systems we highly recommend a professional sound card and an internal channel routing that ensures that all 
sounds are played through the filters.  

Main Features 
Audiolense is a complete software solution for generation of correction filters. It comes with a measurement module and a 
target designer module. The XO version also has a filter procedure designer module. You have firsthand control of the following 
features. 

 State of the art room correction.  
 Digital XO (Surround and XO version). 
 Speaker and driver level and time alignment 
 Easy to use graphical user interface The whole process is visualized 
 Draw your own target curves. An easy-to-use Target Editor is provided.  
 Bass management (not in the 2.0 version).  
 Integrated measurement module older. 
 2.0 Version comes with a 2.0 setup. 
 Surround version comes wit a 2.0 – 7.2 setup. 
 XO Version has a number of advanced features: 

o Full support for active systems with digital XO and customizable correction procedures: 
o Selection between full, partial or no room correction on a per speaker driver basis. 
o Minimum phase correction or group delay correction. 
o Filter lengths 



o Customized frequency dependant window settings 

Getting Started 
This dialog appears the first time Audiolense Surround or XO is started. In the 2.0 version this dialog does not appear. 
 

  
 
 
Once the user has entered the main form of  Audiolense, he or she can simply follow the sequences 
of the buttons. 

 
 
 



 
 

1) Load the filters into Convolver and play some music. 
 Tools>plugins>audio dsp>convolver …. 

 Double click left mouse button to 
enter chart editor 

 Drag mouse downward and 
rightward, while holding left button 
to zoom 

 Drag and hold upwards and left to 
cancel zoom 

 

1: Perform measurement 

3: Draw your target response 

2: Filter the measurement 

4: Generate correction filters 

5: Save if everything looks OK 



 Get config or IR: from c:\program files\juice\correction. These config files will work for all frequencies and all 
playback formats defined in Audiolense. 

 The correction filters are made in the wav format with 32 bit floating point precision. They can be used with other 
convolution engines as well, but the configuration files are Taylor made to Convolver. 

 

 
 
Convolver can be downloaded here: 
http://convolver.sourceforge.net/ 
Further details about Convolver, including usage with other software players and usage with Asio drivers is on the same site. 
 

More screenshots and a few comments 
 

http://convolver.sourceforge.net/


Speakers: 

 Use  ”AllInOne” to measure all the speakers with 
the same microphone position. 

 Use other settings to be able to locate the 
microphone for each measurement 

 If the microphone is pointing away from the 
measured speakers, it will measure an artificial 
high frequency roll off. Use ”Front”, ”Back”, ”Left” 
and ”Right” groups to adjust microphone position in 
a multi channel setup.  

Speaker types ”Sub” and 
”FullRange and Sub” can receive 
bass from speaker type ”Small” 

Select preferred bass routi
philosophy. 

ng Select preferred bass routi
philosophy. 

ng Select preferred bass routi
philosophy. 

 

ng 

 

Select preferred bass routi
philosophy. 

ng 1) Select preferred bass 
routing philosophy. 

2) Specify XO frequency 
3) Specify bass routing 

 Double click on row  
 heading to add a  speaker 
 Mark row and press Delete 
 button to remove speaker 
 Or use the add / remove  
 buttons 

 
 



Playback format and channel routing 

 If the setup is non-standard, channel routing 
from input to out may be adjusted here.  

 New playback formats may also be specified 
 Correction filters will be generated for all 
specified formats 

 
 

Cross over section 
The XO configuration tab is available only in the XO version of Audiolense. 



 Specify the width of the XO. 
 Larger number will give a shallower roll off. 
 Smaller number will give a steeper XO with 

less overlap between the drivers. 

• ”Safe” XO frequencies are 
aut matically suggested 
• Enter preferred XO frequencies 

o

manually 
 

• ”Safe” XO frequencies are 
aut matically suggested 
• Enter preferred XO frequencies 

o

manually 
 

 ”Safe” XO frequencies are 
automatically suggested 

 Enter preferred XO 
frequencies manually 

 

 Double click here (row heading) 
to add a speaker driver 

 Select row heading and press 
”Delete” to remove speaker 
driver 

 Or use the add/remove buttons 

 
 
 
 

Measurement 
Supports Asio, Direct Sound and Windows MME 



 
 

Step 3: 
•Try a measurement  
•Adjust output level and recording 
level 
•Repeat until you have a good 
measurement

Step 2: 
Check speaker 
connection and 
playback devices by 
listening for small 
”Clicks” in each 

Step 1:  
Select correct recording and 

playback device(s) 
 

 

Target Designer 
Target ponts are added with mouse clicks, removed with the “delete” button – and moved with the mouse or the keyboard 
arrows. 



 
 
 



Digital Cross-Over 
The Audiolense cross-overs are a proprietary configuration. They are optimized for minimum ringing in the time domain and 
very good stopband rejection outside the drivers’ working range. The filters are defined in terms of overlap (octaves). As 
always, there’s a tradeoff between filter steepness and time domain behavior. 
 

 
 
The linear phase XO adds up perfectly in the frequency domain and time domain.  

 
 
 
Looking at the filter in full scale in the time domain, it appears to be dead silent until 0.4 milliseconds before the peak.  
 



 
 
If we zoom in 100x on the amplitude, only a very modest amount of ringing is appearing. This time domain behavior is close to 
a 1st order Linkwitz filter. In a perfect world, ringing of the two drivers will cancel each other out. But in the real world, each 
driver will add a more or less distortion / coloration and therefore ringing should be kept to a minimum. With analog solutions – 
or with conventional filter topology implemented digitally - such steep filters with such low ringing is impossible.  
 

Filter Procedure Designer  
The Audiolense 2.0 version and the Surround version is equipped with predefined filter procedures: Default, less correction and 
more correction. The predefined filter procedures work very well in most setups. Audiolense XO version comes with a Filter 
Procedure Designer that enables the user to optimize and customize the correction filter procedures in order to squeeze the last 
percentage of sound quality out of the system. 



 
 

The low pass filtering is essential to the correction procedure. This is where you define how much – or how little the room 
effects should be accounted for by the correction filter. You are basically defining a frequency dependant window that is subject 
for correction. Everything outside this window is ignored. 

Low pass filtering is used twice during the correction process: First it is used to filter the impulse response prior to correction. 
Then it is used to filter the correction itself. The latter is an insurance against excessive ringing in the correction filter. 

An impulse response filtered for group delay correction may look like this: 



 

 

In the above illustration, it is evident that the filtered impulse response is identical to the unfiltered for a very few taps around 
the peak. Thereafter, lower and lower frequencies have been filtered. Eventually the filtered response approaches a straight line 
(outside the illustration). 

The filter setting is frequency dependant, and the user specifies how many cycles that will remain intact after the filtering has 
been undertaken. The two following illustrations show how the filter settings affect the time domain filtering. The part that is 
under the graphs is what will remain after filtering – and what will be accounted for in the correction filter. 

 

Above, no mid frequency setting has been applied.  

By applying the mid frequency setting, it is possible to increase or reduce the correction window between the high and low 
frequency (below): 



 

 

The green setting above will for instance enable correction of 5 cycles @ 10 Hz, then increase gradually to 10 cycles @ 100 Hz, 
and then gradually decrease to 5 cycles @ 24 000 Hz. 



Partial Correction (and no correction) 

 

 

Some users prefere to apply digital XO without any sound correction, and that some people prefer to do correction only in the 
lowest octaves. The “partial correction” functionality enables both. In the above rather untypical example, no correction will be 
exercised on the Front Left speaker, while the Front Right will have correction below 200 Hz, and then a transition from full 
correction to no correction between 200 Hz and 800 Hz. The non-corrected zone of a partial corrected speaker is not “bit 
perfect”, but it will produce a frequency response very similar to the original response. 



The Output of the Front Left Speaker will be attenuated 3dB with this setting – and all speakers and drivers – corrected or not – 
will be time aligned. So even if no correction is intended, a measurement must be undertaken. Attenuation will often be 
necessary to get a correct level on uncorrected speakers and uncorrected regions, and correct time alignment is necessary for a 
good sound stage. The graphs in Audiolense’s main form will provide useful information in the quest for appropriate 
attenuation.  
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